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WAR
NOVEMBER 7, 1983

ROGER W. CLAP$

War is forever with us. Just pick up any
history book and you will see what I ~ean. Ev~r¥
clan, tribe, nation, race, state, emplre and C1Vllization has at some time or other entered into armed
conflict with some rival. Rarely is there a time that
there is not a war going on somewhere in the world.
War is universal with all mankind.
Why should this be? No matter when fought,
or by whom, or to what extent, there is no question
but that war is destructive of both life and property.
War always brings suffering and devastation in its
wake which at times has reached tragic proportions.
This would seem on the face of it to be nonsensical,
and yet it is a fact of life.
Is there and has there
ever been any justification for war? Just what is
war all about?
A first aspect of war is that, like language,
religion, the use of tools, political organization,
etc., it is confined to the human race alone. Animals
do not engage in organized combat as such. They do
fight each other, to be sure -- the carnivores prey
upon the weaker kind for sustenance, and animals of
the same species will quarrel with each other over
sex, territory or food -- but there is no organized
violence of group against group. This is reserved
for humans alone.
A second aspect of war is that the actual
fighting is carried on solely by the male of the
species.
If women participate in wars at all it is
usually in occupations other than actual fighting,
and such participation has been only within the past
hundred years or so. There are tales of women,
such as the Amazons, the Valkyrie and others, who
are said to have been fierce combatants, but their
actual existence is entirely mythical. Joan of Arc
did briefly, though very briefly, engage in battle
b ut she is, if anything, the exception that proves'
the rule.
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A third aspect of war is that there has
been considerable glory attached to it. The uniform,
the parade, the marching band , all have their emotional
appeal.

The tales of bravery and heroism upon thQ

field of battle are a source of inspiration. The
world is studded with monume nts commemorating the
heroes of one war or anothe r. Many proudly belong
to war-related organi zations such as the American
Legion, the Loyal Legion, the Sons of the American
Revolution and the So s of the Colonial Wars. A
goodly portion of t.e famous men of history are
military persons -- hlexander the Great, Julius
Caesar, Napoleon Bonaparte, George Washington, Dwight
Eisenhower -- the list goes on indefinitely. Of
our 39 presidents, eight, or more than one-fifth,
were men who achi e ed their office because of their
military reputat ions . And we claim not to be a
warlike nation.
The conduct and nature of war has undergone
considerable transfo r mation throughout the ages. A
study and anal ysis of war falls historically into
four phases, not at all of equal duration or magnitude. They are (1) primitive warfare, (2) civilized
warfare invol ving the rise and fall of empires,
(3) the use of fi rearms and (4) total war.
There can be no question but that war was
carried on by primitive man in prehistoric times,
although obvious ly our information on this is limited.
From what we can glean from the study of archeology
and linguist ic s and from what we have observed in
the behavi or of savage tr ibes that have come in
contact wi th civilization, we can infer that war
was a rat her common occurrence and has been so for
literally millions of years. When the western
hemisphere was first discovered, it was found that
the natives were frequentl y at war with one another
-- in fact, our conquest of the Americas was greatly
aided by playing off one wa rlike native tribe against
another.
Primitive warfare was relatively simple.
Neither the means nor the objectives were complex.
The fighting was usually hand to hand involving
only such weapons as spears, axes, clubs and, a mong
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the more sophisticated, the bow and arrow. The
objectives were either booty, territory or both.
Booty consisted of whatever wealth the defeated
tribes mi~ht have, including weapons, food suppli e s,
raw materlals or slaves. Territory consisted of
additional hunting or fishing areas or additional
land for the grazing of livestock, the raising of
crops or the obtaining of lumber or metals. If
the attacker won, the desired booty or territory
was his, and no questions were asked although there
was the ever-present danger of reprisal from the
defeated foe. If the defender was successful in
holding off the attack, the status quo prevailed.
In time of famine or other catastrophe, war might
actually be necessary for the preservation of the

tribe.

With the advent of civilization brought
about by the invention of writing approximately
6,000 years ago, war moved into its second phase.
Weapons, while similar, were more advanced, and
there was more emphasis upon defense through the use
of armor , shields, moted castles and fortresses.
Mere booty ceased to be an objective, although
individual participants might sieze for themselves
whatever might be there for the taking in a captured
camp or village. War was glorified above all else
and was considered as a sort of game and a definite
obligation. Though in minor wars other considerations might prevail, the usual objective was conquest . The era coincident with the advent of
civilization was that of the rise and fall of
empires.
The rapid succession of empires involving
violent invasions with one conquest after another
was particularly prevalent in the Middle East, center ing in the valleys of the Tigris and the Euphrates
Rivers. The first peoples known to history in this
area were the Sumarians with their fascinating
templed cities, particularly Ur, who in their
turn were conquered by the Amorites.or Babylo~ians,
later ruled by Hammurabi, the law glver, who ln
turn were conquered by the Assyrian Empire of
Sargon II, Sennacherib and Assurb anipal, which
in turn was conquered by the Chaldeans under
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Nebuchadnezzar and by the . .edes under Abaces, both
of whom in t urn we re co. que red by the Persian Empire
of Cyrus the Great, ari s and Xerxes , which in
turn was conque red b ~e .acedonians under Alexander
the Great, whose ar='es pene trated as far as the
Indus River, ~.c·t
s succeeded by the Seleucid
Dynasty, whic', 4" , ~ ~ : enism upon the ancient
traditions of ~ ~ J: ~ and which in turn was conquered by the Pa=--·- s ~,de r Arasces, who in turn
were conquered r~ - " vin ated Persians as the
Sassanian Empire .
i
turn was conquered by
the Arabs or Mos
0 under their competent
leaders, Abu Bakr,
_c, and Omar, established
the brilliant calip -- at Baghdad and who extended
their rules over nor- =~ Africa and into Spain
and whose eastern
__-e "as in turn conquered by
the destructive Mon_ :- . ~h o ultimately established
the Ilkhan Empire ~-~~ ~. l agu, which in turn was
conquered by the br~
~ .ire of Timur the Lame,
commonly known as ~_a,e, which was in turn
conquered by the
~ rks, whose empire came
to an end with Wor:Even today the Middle
East is still one -~- of strife and bloodshed,
this being the un d~
~nt of the year.
Moving to - - eas t we see in China a
somewhat differen~ .
=y, the Chinese being
basically a peace=
Throughout 3,000
years the Chinese
able to maintain their
identity, though
_ b een subject to invasion
from time to ti oe.
:.i story is more that of
internecine war=a=_.
. conflict between the
various provi nces
~e d ecaying Chou Dynasty
was brought to ~ ~- ~"e thi rd century B. c. by
an unusuall y stro. g a=- igo rous man named Chin Shih
Huang Ti, who de s i -.a-=-. :.imself as the First Emperor
after subduing a 1
.
i nces and bringing all
China under hi s cont= _ , cre ating the largest and
most powerf u l empire :a- known to man. Evidence
of his l ust for war is t
b e found in the numerous
lifesize te rracotta Qi itary figures connected with
his burial which recent ly have been unearthed in
Xian.
To keep the savage tr ibes to the north from
invadin g his empire, he s~arte d the construction
11
d
f the world
the Great wa
of that anci~nt won e~ ~ &or more than a thousand
of China, wh~ch exten e -
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miles over mountain and valley, showing no respect
whatsoever for topography, and which held China's
enemies at bay for almost fifteen hundred years.
While his dynasty was short lived, it was followed
by the powerful Han Dynasty which held the empire
together and maintained the peace for some 400 years.
After the Han Dynasty declined there ensued
400 years of confusion and war between the princes
of the various provinces, each seeking to obtain
control. In due course, this was brought to an
end by another strong leader, Tang Tai Tsung, who
established the powerful Tang Dynasty, which was
to rule for some 300 years and to enlarge the empire
to its greatest territorial extent, taking in all
of Tibet and parts of Mongolia, Manchuria, Indo-China,
Persia and India. The Tang Dynasty was succeeded
by the Sung, which, while rich in cultural achievement, was unable to maintain the territorial integrity
of the empire, which was split into three separate
entities that were continually warring with each
other. There followed the Mongol invasion in 1214
and later the Manchu invasion in 1644.
In India the story is much the same as
in China, except that there was more warfare between
the states and less dynastic rule. Only twice before
the present time has India been united. The first
to achieve this was an Indian ruler, Asoka, who stands
out as unique among conquerors and as one of the
greatest men of history. A~~ka continued the conquests
of his grandfather, Chandragupta Maurya, in the valley
of the Ganges River, by pushing ever farther south
and subduing the peninsula of the subcontinent as
far as Madras. At this point, Asoka suddenly became
disgusted with the horrors of war, put an end to
all further conquest and turned to religion,
devoting himself thereafter to the spread of
Buddhaism. He is the only great empire builder
in history who at the height of his glory was known
to renounce war and further conquest and turn to
peace. After the disintegration of his empire,
the war between the various principalities was
resumed and continued for almost 2,000 years. It
was not until early in the 16th century that Akbar,
a Mongolian invader, conquered all of the subcontinent
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and is the second greatest e peror in Indian history.
His work in the consolida ion of India survived until
the takeover by the Bri tish .
In the year A . D. there was born in
the grazing lands no ~ ~ the Gobi Desert a Mongol
shepherd prince who -as _~ed Temujin and who later
took the title of G~ _ - '
Khan, the perfect warrior.
Starting from humbl e .
ings, he subdued all of
the Mongolian tribes.
-oulded them into an
irresistible army
e=en with which he set out
to conquer the war - _ exci ting fear wherever they
struck.
Starting
' s ten t camp at Karakorum,
which served as his
~al, he moved swiftly against
the Great Wall of
d after penetrating it
captured the city
~ g (Peking).
He then
attacked to the s - through Turkestan into Persia,
and one of his g~_ed his followers up the west
coast of the CaspUnder the rule of Temjuin's
son and successor
_ -Q ' , the frontier was extende d
to include most
-~a, a part of Poland and
one of his armi es ~ up the Danube River as
far as the gate s
~a , but withdrew.
There
followed two re i_ - -0 g reat importance before
Kubilei Khan, a __ of Temujin, succeeded to
the rule.
He c
capital from Karakorum to
Khanbalig, the .
~e for Peking, and proceeded
to overthrow
remn ants of the Sung Dynasty
in China. At ~~, h is empire , which included
all of China,
- - from the Dnieper River in the
west to the
~a in the east; from Novgorod
and Lake Ba · ~
~
orth to the Persian Gulf
and the Hi-~--~ - - ~e south. After his death,
the greates~ land empire of history
disintegra-~ a, the Mongol (Yuan) Dynasty
was shorr.:_- -_ _ an ted by the Ming, and elsewhere t t~s _ ea~
_~re be came divided into several
indepence=- states, ~ o f which in due course
disappeared .

0= =-

Such is t.e story of the rise and fall
of JI,s":'a ic empires.
-e pass over the wars of the
Japanese, the Egyptians, the !ayas, Aztecs and Incas
as 0
information abo t such is vague and prob ably ,
Let us now tUrn to the western
wou d add little.
world .
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After the Greek city states had joined
togethe r and repulsed so gloriously the Persian
invasion in the Sixth century B.C., they fell apart
once the danger had passed and again proceeded to go
their own selfish ways. The balance of power was
maintained by the two leaders, Athens and Spa~ta,
each of which attracted a large number of all~es .
It was inevitable that the two should clash, and
thus ensued the Peloponnesian War, one of the most
ill-fated wars of history. While the loss of life
and the destruction of property was not great, relatively speaking, the wrong side won, and Greek culture
declined.
Sparta, the technical victor , so antagonize d
the other Greek cities after the war that in due
course she was defeated by Thebes under the leadership of her remarkable general, Epaminondas . Thebes,
unfortunately, was not at all qualified to maintain
the leadership of all Hellas, so that the perplexed
Greek cities were easy prey for the hordes from
Macedon to the north under Philip and Alexander.

On the other hand, just two centuries later
in the third century B.C., and somewhat to the west,
two other city states, Rome and Carthage, engaged
in a power struggle to the death, which was known
as the Punic Wars. When Rome emerged the victor,
notwithstanding the devastating raids of Hannibal
after his invasion of Italy from the north, she was
well able to pursue her advantage. Spurred on by
her victory in this war, Rome went on to the Jugurthi n e
War, ,the Pyrrhic Wars, the Mith ridatic Wars, Caesar's
Gal11c Wars, not to mention the various civil wars
and wars in the east, to make herself master of the
entire Mediterranean. There ensued 400 years of
relative peace.
After the collapse of the Roman Empire as
the result of the Germanic invasions led by Alaric,
the Visigoth, Odoacer and Theodoric, the Ostrogoths,
Gaiseric, the Vandal, Attila, the Hun, and later
Clovis, the Frank, and Alboin , the Lombard, the
Middle ages began, which represented a time of no
great conflict as far as western Europe was concerned.
During this period, the raids of the Vikings were
indeed troublesome, the Crusades, fought in the name
of religion, were in reality definitely political
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in nature, and the so- called Hundred Years War between
England and France, a dyr.ast ic contest, was significant
mainly because it prod uced the first modern patriot
and nationalist in the forw of Joan of Arc.
The introd uc ~c~ of firearms some time
between 1450 and 16 0 ictrod uced the third phase in
the history of war. ~-~:e it was never fully appreciated for some time, =~rearm s and cannon changed
the nature of war c o_s~ -erab ly. Larger armies, more
comp lex organizati o~s =
g reater support from behind
the lines were requi=
Armies in combat were now
drawn farther apar t.
.o re impersonal attitude
prevailed which ro
-_e individual soldier of a
great deal of per s ~- ~ _ or y.
In former times, war
was considered as a
r iou s adventure, a game, so
to speak, a dange~ , to be sure, but still a
game which by man:
con sidered to be fun. Consider,
for example, the _ - a~o rial contests which prevailed
in Roman days anc
we re in fact a simulation of
war. Many of o ur _- s today such as chess and
football had the ' _ j~n in war.
The use - =ire arms deprived war of much
of its excitemen~. ~though it was not realized
until the 20th
-- , much of the fun and glory
had in fact dis a __ -ared . Furthermore , to a much
greater extent ,
ce rned civilians often were
affected. Wars
-e more costly. This all would
seem to disc o~
war, but it did not.
At - ~o eginning of this era occurred one
of the most -~s- ctive and horrible wars of all
history, t he _ ' rty Years War in Germany, 1618-48.
The horror
~~i s war, however, cannot be blamed
upon the use
firearms, which, while used, were
still in t teir inf ancy, but rather upon the fact
that the ar=~es, to support themselves, resorted
to a poli c'
living off the land, bringing about
destructi on "herever they went and they freely
roamed a cross all of Germany. This practice was
not new, b t never before nor since has it been
confined s o intensely to so small an area over so
long a pe riod of time. Af ter 30 years of this sort
of thing, the population of Germany was reduced by
as much as two-thirds, many cities were reduced
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to mere villages, and many villages were o bliterated
altogether.
It took hundreds of years for Germany
to recover -- in fact there are some who say that
Germany has not fully recovered from these wars even
now, notwithstanding the two World Wars.
The war started as a culmination of the
various religious conflicts coming out of the Reformation that had rocked Europe during the preceeding
century, the Catholics against the Protestants. The
war was in five phases involving Bohemia, then the
Palitinate, Denmark, Sweden and finally France. The
French phase was the worst. When Catholic France
under the leadership of her Prime Minister, Card inal
Richelieu, entered the controversy, did the good
Cardinal and his Catholic countrymen join in to
help further the cause of the Catholics? Not at
all! They came in on the Protestant side! Why?
Because Richelieu evidently felt that the power of
the Hapsburgs posed a greater threat to France than
did the Protestants. Like the Crusades, what had
started out as a religious war ended up as a war
with purely political motives, the struggle between
the Bourbons and the Hapsburgs, and the Bourbons
gained some advantage. The Thirty Years War did
achieve one thing:
it brought to an end once and
for all the religious struggles between the Catholics
and the Protestants, though there may be some in
Northern Ireland who today would take issue with
this statement.
The 140 years from the Thirty Years War
to the French Revolution saw only moderate warfare
in Europe, war being considered during this pe riod
as the sport of kings.
It had become much too costly.
To be sure, there were wars, the English Civil Wars,
the War of the Palitinate, the War of the Spanish
Succession, the War of Jenkins' Ear, the War for the
Empire or the Seven Years War and the American
Re volution, just to mention a few, but these were
fought mainly by professional armies in the pay
of the ruling monarch and were definitely limited
in their scope.
It was not until the French Revolution and
the wars of Napoleon that war took on a more serious
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aspect. The frequent wars of the French Revolution
and the Napoleonic era cered a period of 25 years
during which time the re ~ re only a few short periods
of real peace. During ~s t ime, more than a million
lives were lost in ba t~~-. \{h ile in the beginning
the wars represented ~-e en thusiasm for the spread
of democracy in France -c fea r for established
monarchy elsewhere, ~~ _ -ick ly disintegrated into
just more power str oS' _~ apoleon became just
anothe r monarch.

=

The Cong
' ienna, which sought to
restore Europe afte= -: ho locaust, adopted a policy
of reaction and eJ:
=ed to restore the political
alignments of Eur _ : -=;- about as they had been
before the Revol --·
~h at nothing of political
significance was .:
· shed , although the spirit
of democracy Ca llbe quelled. The decisions
reached at the
- __ ==5 of Vienna served to maintain
the peace of E
_ ::-!: the next hundred years.
There were wars ~-ol utions to be sure, but none
of serious cons
fr om a military point of view,
although ther e
- _ign ificant political developments.

=;

pe riod, the war of really
greatest
ificance was fough t in the
We stern hemi s:;-- - . I refer to the American Civil
War, or, if ~- - :=_::er , the War Between the States.
For four lOJ: _-=~= the Union and the Confederacy
fought it O~
e immensely bloody conflict.
The combinec ~
~ o f deaths on both sides came
to 500,0 0
~arges t number for so short a period
during a=_ ~_ _ ~ one war in history. The thing
that ne7Er
~DS ~o a stound me is the fact that
the Uni
co~ ~ ~- __ - the war when it assumed such
great ~=opo rt ·or.s.
It is understandable that the
Con feceracy S ' ooU.!.C :..ave fought to the last ditch
bec a~se they were =ight ing for their lives -- their
ve ry way of li=e - ~ s th reatened. The Union on the
othe r hand, con=ronted no such crisis.
'
~~e war objective s of the North were the
restorati on of the union, the southern states having
sece eded , and the abolition of slavery. These wer e
fine objectives inde ed, but were they vital to the
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existence of the republic? sentiment for maintaining
the Union intact was stong, but it is amazing that
it should have been strong enough to warrant the
sacrifice that was made to preserve it . Slavery
was, to be sure, a wicked institution that should
have been abolished, but its practice in the South
was of no more real concern to those living north
of the Mason-Dix on line than to anyone else.
In any case, no matter what our friends
to the south may still contend, the North won the
war, the union was preserved and the slaves were
freed.
Conceivably these objectives might have
been achieved without war, but the war did accomplish
them, and from where we sit today, these objectives
were worth while. The real tragedy of the Civil
War was not the loss of life and property nor the
ghastly reconstruction period that followed, but
that in all their eagerness to free the slaves
nobody gave any serious thought to what was to be
done with them once they were freed. As a result,
the Blacks found themselves in an untenable position
in both the North and the South. Today, 120 years
after the fact, we are confronted with a perfectly
horrible race problem, and there appears to be no
prospect that it will be resolved in the near future.
We now move on to the fourth phase of
warfare or total war, which was ushered in by the
two great World Wars .
In all previous wars,
including the American Civil War, business continued
just about the same as usual for those who were
not directly concerned with the military aspect
or who did not reside in the areas where the fighting took place.
In the World Wars, everyone and
all business was affected and was required to sacrifice
and contribute to the war effort even though not
involved directly with the military.
In addition to the concept of total war,
World War I witnessed the introduction of several
new offensive weapons, the submarine, the airplane
and poison gas. The submarine was a frightening
threat to all shipping and to naval vessels taking
to the high seas. The airplane made it possible
to use e x plosives without the necessity of any
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firing mechanism and to strike objects at distant
points with very litt e ·-arn ing . The use of poison
gas was a frightful i -o-ation and was not used in
World War II for fear
reprisal, though it was
later learned that the ~.s . had on hand an ample
supply for use if ne - -

=

World War - - 5 just another power struggle
like so many befo re
Athe ns against Sparta, Rome
against Carthage, - arbons against the Hapsburgs,
the French agains- - - 3~'ti sh, the North against the
South and now t he ==-~a_ Powers against the Allies.
When war was dec:~ a_I rushed in eagerly thinking
it to be another =:
s adventure which shortly
would be over -- --~ ~e Ge rmans did come very close
to winning it q: -_
As the war progressed,
however, and so -- _ ~ es were lost, each side
became convincec
and more that this must be
the war to end a-_
The U. S., which entered
late, was parti --a-_~ aive and idealistic . We
felt most self-r _
~ because we maintained
that we sought - f or ourselves, forgetting
that during t he
entury we had fought no less
than three wars -~gression, not counting the
Indian wars.
J

The
sion that followed the Versailles
Treaty was wce- __ ~d pitiful. From something
glorious war ~~~ =or the first time become something hatef u: .
_~e returning veterans were so
depressed by
-~ they had been through that they
were loath ~-sc uss it at all, and certainly not
triumphant :~.
__ e p r evailing thought was that war
must never - ~ again. Toward this end, the
Kel l og- Bri~- _act , which renounced war as an
instrume .t = n ational policy, was adopted by many
nations. -~=o rtunately, this pact failed miserably
because ~e~e was no provision for enforcing it
and beca~se when Japan invaded China, Mussolini
invaded ~ - hi opia and Hitler invaded Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Denmark and Norway, they ne g lected
to go ~~rough the formality of declaring war . They
decl ared they were engag ing in nothing more than a
police action. Had t he ~ .s. joined Woodrow Wilson's
League of Nations and given its full support to try
to make it work, it is p ossible that things might
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have been better, but the utter failure of the present
United Nations to keep the peace would seem to indicate
that such is highly unlikely .
Many aspects of the armistice and the
versailles Treaty l e d the Germans to feel that they
had been cheated, so that they were easily hypnotized
by the gradiose oritory of Adolph Hitler. The victors,
on the other hand, were war weary and had no heart
for further conflict, allowing the Japanese to plund er
China at will and Hitler to build up a mighty war
machine unchecked. The result was World War II.
World War II was much more world wide than
World War I. While in World War I t h e fighting was
confined mainly to the trenches in northeastern France ,
World War II involved, in addition to most of Europ e ,
fighting on the continents of Africa, Asia and the
islands of the Pacific. Our war objectives were
to suppress the expanding aspirations of the Japane s e
aggression in the Asiatic theatre a nd to anni h ilate
Fascism and Naziism completely in Europe.
World War II had no illusions like those
of World War I. There was little glory and a minimum
of parades and that sort of fan fare. We saw the war
only as a nasty job that had to be done, and we did
it. Wh en we said that we were fighting for a better
world, we meant a better world than Hitler had to
offer. Our enemies were defeated, Japanese aggression was terminated and nulifi e d and Fascism and
Naziism were destroyed for all time, we hope.
But
the use of the atom bomb at the war's end introduced
a new and really terrifying dimension to warfare.
World War II has demonstrated modern war's
utter futility:
the victors do not always come out
ahead and the losers behind. Great Britain one
of the victors, has really emerged a sad lo~er, as
she,has lost almost all of her one-time extensive
emp~re togethe r wi t h much of h e r wealth
and France
another alleged victor, is but a faint ~hadow of
'
~er former greatness, while the other two victors,
he U.S. and the U.S.S. R., have since been in the
throes of a cold war, the temperature of which
'
modulates only slig htly from time to time . On
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the other han d, o ~ t.e lo sers, Japan and West
Germany, are eo :ing enormous prosperity. Gone
are the days
e warfare when to the victors
belonged all tte s; ~:s.
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Such is ~ • ry of war. Whether war has
- 'e seduction of the Queen of
broken out because
American seamen into the
Sparta, the impre s
-assination of the Archduke
British navy or the
ende d up as a struggle
of Austria, it al ~~
Purely religious or racial
for political supr- __ ey occur are always subwars are rare and
-~der ations.
While economic
verted by politi cafactors play an ' _
role, particularly in
e final analysis wars since
primitive society
b oil down to a struggle
the dawn of civi
for power betwee
ve reign entities or between
wi thin one sovereign limit.
two well-define d _-
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In pr ',_ so ciety, the objectives were
clear, and in s
- an ces war was a necessity for
survival, a cr ue:
ssity to be sure, but nature
is cruel.
In ci
~ ed society prior to the advent
of explosives ,
s more or less a game, a rough
and senseless g- °th high stakes , leading to
either the rise
~e fall of an empire .
The introduction of exp: - 7e S brought in many factors that
have caused ~ b e highly undesirable, though
this fact was =ul ly appreciated. The innovations of the _ - century, particularly nuclear
weapons, ha
changed the nature of war as to
render it
9 that should be abolished altogether.
as played a dominant role in the making
of politica: i story. Every state, nation and empire
owes it s exstence, at least indirectly, to war,
but here ~e ef fect of war ends. Much of the advanc e
in human . ow ledge and comfort has corne about in
spite of rather than because of war. The evolution
of re _igiou s thought and be li e f, the development of
the ar~s, the propogation ph ilosophic study, the
advan cement of scientific research and discovery,
the agric ultural revol ution , the industrial revolution and the present-day computer revolution all
have gone their ways ignoring the effects of war
and peace . On the othe r hand, war does hasten social
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change though not necessarily for the better. There
was much greater social change in the fifteen-year
period from 1910 to 1925 than there was during the preceding peaceful forty-year period from 1870 to 1910.
If the fighting of wars could be limited
to the use of spears and clubs and similar weapons
as was the case in the age before gunpowder, there
might be some small justification for war. It can
be argued that war tends to pull people together,
as it did for the Greeks in their resistance against
the Persians.
In times of political stability and
prolonged peace, on the other hand, the arts and
thought in general seem to stagnate. In Rome
during the stable, peaceful and competent rule of
the Antonines life on the whole was rather dull
as compared to the preceding centuries. In China
during the early Han and early Tang Dynasties,
when peace and political stability were at their
height, creativity was at its lowest.
The introduction of explosives, the submarine, aviation, poison gas and especially nuclear
warfare have all changed the aspect of war completely.
A warring nation no longer dares always to use all
of the weapons at its disposal. Victory is no longer
always the primary objective. Wars are not always
fought to be won, and the victorious powers do not
always come out ahead . The glory of war has faded.
It was not until more than ten years after the
fact that the veterans of the Vietnam War received
any recognition whatsoever.
~he ~o~ency of nuclear weapons through
further sc~ent~f~c development has increased
tremendously over that of the destructive bomb
that was dropped on Hiroshima. Both the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R. have stockpiled enough nuclear missiles
t~ blast each other off the face of the earth
1
t~mes. The situation today is terrifying' Th:evera
human race is in imminent danger of extin~tionA full-scale war simply must not be! Fortunat~lY
the great powers have refrained from the use of '
nuclear weapo~s ~uring the past forty years for
~ear of retallatlon, but it would take just one
lnsane person to give the command that would set
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the mechanism i ~ r eer - ~ich could blow us all to
c
Id happen without deliberate
kingdom come. It e c
~ ~ 'u st accidentally press the
intent: some fool
wrong button . Cons~ -er ~~e possible implications
= _i ght 007.
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Fear has
so far, but can we
The possible use
must be stopped!
modern setting it
How can we do awa

: ~e great powers in check
_- _ th at to go on forevor?
~ear explosives in warfare
~- b e abolished!
In the
~~~~ _ ' s h es nothing beneficial.
r?
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5 n ot lie in arms limitation
The ans-==
agreements. No 5 _ - _ __ eement in the past has ever
:_ a ny in the future. The
been effective, n ~
~,t to limit the production
great powers are -=-.ly significant. Furt,hermore,
of weapons that - ;
~y of policing or verifying
there is no effe
~e carried out when made.
that such agree

The r
- the evil lies in the principle
of state sovere:_ -_ rather than armaments. Each
nation cherishes _-c ind ividual freedom and is
determined that - ~ s not be restricted in any way.
When two sover a _ states disagree and the dispute
is not resol veC _~ arbitration, war is the only
alternative. -uld help to eliminate war if
state sovere~ _ _ were abolished.
Ea - sovereign state should be induced
to relinqu: c a goodly part of its sovereignty
to a higte = =ody or super government of some sort.
This bod-'
Id be the only one empowered to maintain a - ' ~ :-ar y force, which it would use only
when ne Es sary to enforce its decision in resolving
any di s? t es that might arise. This body should
order and carry out the d estruction of all nuclear
weapo.s or convert them to pe aceful application if
suc h i s possible and p rac t :cal.
Is such a p ropo sal at all possible? Can
you c on ceive of us yi e _d ing any part of our sovereig nty
to any larxist, Leni nis ~ or other communist group?
And wou ld any communist government agree to yield
any p art of its sovere :gnty to any decadent bourgeois
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capitalist western power? Yet this may not be as
unrealistic as it sounds. History has demonstrated
that in war political considerations have always
pushed to the side religious issues, and capitalism
and communism are a sort of religion. The two
systems could live side by side if they had to.
In a way they do now.
The problem is not so much can it be
done as will it work.
If we had a world government
that was wise and benevolent in its outlook and
activity, we could all live in peace and prosperity.
But should this world government become weak,
corrupt or oppressive, the chaos and conflict that
would result would be unbearable. The evidence of
history seems to indicate that any worthy institution will in time worsen. Some way must be found
to prevent a world government, if and when established,
from deteriorating. Unless something is done, the
day of reckoning may be at hand all too soon.

